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Makes Your PC E-books Work Again At The Push Of A Single Button! What a surprise I got when I

started getting customers telling me my PC based e-books didn't work anymore? I thought it was just a

simple "user error" or a download problem. Boy, was I in for a shock! It turns out there was something

common to each of these reports. These people all had Windows XP and have added the SP2 upgrade.

The SP2 pack fixes some security holes and other stuff in Windows XP... BUT -- it also makes thousands

of e-books not work anymore in the process! And these thousands of e-books are sitting on who knows

how many thousands or millions of PC computers around the world. And each e-book contains valuable

information you want, and links to websites and recommended resources too. Man oh man, what a mess!

I knew I had to do something about this...and FAST! "And I knew you'd be interested in the solution too!"

So I got in touch with my buddy Nick Temple. I told Nick what had happened and asked him what could

we do for my readers and everybody else too. I gotta tell you, that Nick is one sharp guy. The next

morning we were testing and tweaking this new little software tool he put together that we call... "PC

E-book Fixer" Here's how it works: * You just open up this little bitty PC E-book Fixer program before you
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want to read your PC e-books, click a single button and PC E-book Fixer tells WinXP SP2 to let your

e-books work * You can then enjoy reading and using your e-books just like you used to do before you

upgraded to SP2 * After you're done, simply click one other button in PC E-book Fixer to Reset your

WinXP SP2 settings back to their default settings (you will be reminded to do this before closing PC

E-book Fixer) It's really that simple, just click a button and most PC e-books work again. Now I've got to

tell you, Microsoft is hopefully working on a fix for this, but sometimes they don't move real quick on

getting things fixed for a seemingly small problem like this, so it's up to other knowledgeable people to

help you find a solution to your problem, in case they take a long time, or never get it fixed. Tags: pc
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